POSSIBLE TEACHING SUBJECTS COMBINATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS CURRICULUM AS PER THE TSC REQUIREMENTS

A: SCIENCE
1. Geography / Agriculture
2. Geography / Biology
3. Geography / Chemistry
4. Geography / Mathematics
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B: HUMANITIES
1. Geography / CRE
   Geography / IRE
   Philosophy of Religious studies (PRS)
2. Geography / History
3. Geography / PE
4. Geography / Business Studies

C: LANGUAGES
1. Geography / French
2. Geography / Germany
3. Geography / Kiswahili

D: TECHNICAL
1. Geography / Art & Design
2. Geography / Fine Art

NOTE:
Training of secondary school teachers' should be guided at any one time by the existing syllabi and the course guidelines as provided by the Kenya Institute of education.
Further guidance can be sought from the quality assurance arm of the Ministry of Education